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Dynamics of dilute colloidal suspensions in modulated potentials
Cecilc Dalle-Ferrier,a Matthias Krüger;t h Richard D. L Haues,tI Stefau Walta," Matthcw C. JCllkins('
amI Stc(an U. Egelhaaf*"

T he dynamics of dilute suspensions of charged polyslyrene sphercs have heen studied in a sinusoidal
potential. Wc invcstigated experimclllally and theoretically (he elreel of the wavelength and amplitude
of this potential as weil as the partieIe sizc on the mcnn square displacemenl, the distribution of
displacemeuls and the non··Gaussian parameter. These propcl'ties seale with thc radius of the particles
and the magnitude of the waveveetor 01' the potential as expected frorn a dimensional analysis. In
contrast, they show a non-trivial dependel\ce on the amplitude of tJle potential, which determines the
barrier height encoul\tei"ed in long-distance motiolls and also the intermediate-time dynamics in the
potential weil. The periodic potential leads to particle dynamies which resemble the self dynamics of
variolls systems approaching their glass transition. In pnrticular, we found thaI the timc-dependent
mean sq uare displacements detennined in ollr system are surprisingly close to the ones in a quasi twodimensional colloidal supercooled liquid . In this case, the role of Ihe colloid volUlnc fraction is played
by the amplitude of the potential. The similat"ity of the menn sq uare di splacements is partieularly
striking sinee an individual eolloidlll particle in a periodic potential represen ts a considerably simpler
si tuation than a highly concentrated multi -particle sys tem .

1.

Introduction

Colloidal suspensions are p.owerCul model systems to address
fundamenta l questions on the propcrties of liquids, crystals and
glasses. I···) Colloidal suspensions exhibit the same phases as
atomic or lllo1ecular systems, although the constilllent particles
are Illuch larger tb an atoms. Their size and, consequently, their
slower dynamics render their direct observation possible, llsing
oplical (eonfoca l) microscopy, and thlls the individu al partide
positions and trajectories are accessible.' Based on these reslllts,
and analogously to the procedure used in molcclIlar dynamics
simulatiollS, olle cfln compute structural and dynamical parameters, such HS the statie pair correlatio\l functioll, the timcdependent. mean square displacement or the intermed iate
scatlering function. In atomic Ol" moleclilar systems, these
quuntities are typically determincd using scattering experiments,
which only provide average quantities, albei l wilh better
statistics. F1 Thc situation can be further simplificd by lIsing
(quasi) two-dimensional systems with single layers of colloidal
parlicles. This has been used to study, for examplc, packing
problems, phase transitions ai1d the glass transition."···"
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Colloidal particlcs can furthermore be manipulated lIsing
light, exp.loiting the force exerted Oll particlcs with a relhlctive
index different from the solvent. Il·fhis enables the manipulation
of individual particles using tightly focused laser beams ('optical
tweezers')D.I.' or the applicatioll of external potentials through
spatially varying light Gelds. Light ncld~ havc beeil used to indllcc
structural ehanges; in particular lascr-induced frcczing and
melting hnve been observed in quasi two-dimensional coIlo.idal
suspensions upon increasing the amplitude of a sinllsoidal
potentia1.' ~·· '" In addit io n to structural cffects. the infl uencc ()f
extern al potentials on the diffusion constant of colloidal particlcs
has becll invcstigated llsillg light .ficlds . 19 ·11
Here, we are particlllarly interestcd in the dynam ics of an
individual colloidal particle in a si nu soidal potential. This
situation has been addrcsscd to sOll1e extent theoretically23,24 and
the melln square displacement (Ar~(t» ) and non-Gaussian
parameter tY(I) calculated. Tbe mean squa re displacement
(Ar'( I») is initially proportional to time t and lhe distribution of
displacements P(t:J..r,l). i.e. the self-part of the van Hove function,
has a Gallssian shape, which both indicate diffusion of the
particles over small distances. At intermediate limes, a plateau
appcars in (t:J..r' (!)) and P(t:J..r,l) becomcs non -Gaussilln because
the particles are trapped in the potenlial weil. On longer time
sea les, the particles overcome the potential banier anel slow
diffusivc motion is observed with the distribution of displaceme nts retllrning (0 a Gaussian shape on a coarse-grained level.
The deviation from Gaussian behaviour that OCCllrs on intermediale time scalcs can be qUHntified by lhe non-Gaussian
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parameter a(t), which shows a maximum at the crossover time
between the trapped motion in the weil and the long-time
diffusion.
All these characteristics resemble the properties of different
types of supercooled liquids. 24 Indeed, the plateau in ( ~r' (t))
develops and the distribution of dis placements P(~r,t) becomes
non-Gaussian close to the glass transition irrespective of the
specific system, which can range from colloids and polymers to
simple liquids and metals.t>-H.25-30 In concentrated colloidal
suspensions the plateau has been linked to 'caging'. Each particle
is thought to be trapped in the cage formed by its neighbours
from which it can only escape at longer times, after the particles
forming the cage have rearranged and the cage has opened. 31 •32
Due to the similarity between the behaviour of an individual
colloid in a sinusoidal potential and a much more complex
supercooled liquid, it has been suggested 24 that an investigation
of this simple system can contribute to the understanding of the
dynamics near the glass transition, in particular the nonGaussian behaviour and the cage effect.
Furthermore, the self-diffusion of rod-like particles in
a smectic colloidalliquid crystal has been found to be a discontinuous process because the particles hop between layers.33 •34 The
observed mean square displacement and self-part of the van
Hove function have been rationalised in terms of Brownian
particles diffusing in a one-dimensional sinusoidal potential,
which is the situation we have investigated .
We investigated experimentally and theoretically the dynamics
of individual particles in a periodic potential, which has been
induced by light fields. To study the dynamics of individual
particles, we use very dilute colloidal suspensions where interparticle interactions are negligible. The effect of the amplitude
and wavelength of the modulated light field and the particle size
on the potential (Sec. 3.1) as weil as on the dynamics (Sec. 3.2) is
experimentally investigated and compared to theoretical
predictions, which we also developed (Appendix). We quantitatively compare our findings to observations [rom supercooled
colloidalliquids close to the glass transition (Sec. 3.3). Although
our colloidal suspensions are very dilute and far from a glass
transiti on, und er the influence of the external potential their
dynamics resemble those of supercooled liquids. The effect of an
increasing potential amplitude has been found to correspond
quantitatively to an increase in surface fraction of experimental
and simulated quasi two-dimensional colloidal systems. This
simple 'toy model' thus quantitatively reproduces characteristic
features of supercooled liquids, which are much more complex
and dominated by collective effects. A better understanding of
this model system might thus shed more light on the peculiarities
of supercooled liquids close to their gl ass transition .

2.
2.1.

Experimental details
Sampie preparation

The sam pie cell consists of three coverslips glued to a microscope
slide in such a way as to obtain a sampie volume of a few tens of
microlitres" The highly diluted aqueous suspensions of charged
spheres of polystyrene (with sulfonated chain ends) with two
different radii a = 2.0 ~lm and 0.85 ~lm and respective polydispersities 5.1% and 3.2%, were prepared by di luting stock

suspensions (Interfacial Dynamics Corporation, Molecular
Probes Tnc.) with Millipore water. The cell was filled with the
suspension and sealed at both ends using UV-curing glue
(NOA61 , Norland Products Inc.). Although both the particles
and the coverslip are negatively charged, a few particles tend to
stick to the coverslip.35 To reduce this effect, the microscope
slides and coverslips were cleaned with an aqueous solution of an
alkaline liquid concentrate (Hellmanex 11, Hellma Analytics)
before being glued together.
Quasi two-dimensional sampies with a single layer of particles
were formed by sedimentation. After sedimentation, the surface
fraction occupied by particles is low, (f "" 0.05. For these surface
fractions, the properties studied are independent of (J , wh ich
indicates that inter-particle interactions are negligible for our
conditions. The large refractive index difference between
colloidal particles (n e = 1.59) and water (ns = 1.33) ensures large
enough external potentials, while direct optical observation is
still possible thanks to the quasi two-dimensional geometry of
our sam pies.

2.2.

Experimental setup

In the experimental setup,'6 interference fringes, i. e. sinusoidal
light field s, are created by crossing two coherent laser beams with
a wavelength of 532 nm (Verdi V5, Coherent). We can control
the crossing angle () between the two beams and thus tune the
wavelength of the fringes ).. in the range 2.0 11m ,:; A ':; 12.0 11m,
corresponding to a magnitude of the wavevector 0.52 Ilm- '
q
3.20 Ilm- '. Simultaneously, the sampie is observed using
a home-built inverted microscope imaging about 100 particles in
a field of view of typically 140 x 180 ~lm ' . A ca me ra (Pixelink
PL-A 741) is used to collect images of the particles at regular time
intervals. In order to cover efficiently a large time range, two
series of data were recorded and then combined: first with time
steps ~t = 0.2 s over a course of 5 min and then with ~t = I s (2 s)
for 0.5 h (1 h) for particles with radius a = 0.85 ~lm (2.0 11m). It
was checked that the chosen conditions did not affect the studied
properties.

:s :s

2.3.

Data analysis

The positions ofthe particles in each picture were obtained using
a standard IDL tracking procedure 37 •3H and the trajectories
constructed from these positions. Before any further analysis, the
da ta were checked for the presence of particles stuck to the
coverslip. Their proportion was usually very smalI, below 1%.
Stuck particles affect the averaged dynamical properties in two
ways . Their first direct consequence is their contribution to the
str uctural a nd dynamical ave ra ges which they artificially red uce.
They also inftuence the motion of other particles by acting as
obstacles, which indirectly alters the global dynamical properties.
Stuck particles can be detected by their very sm all displacements.
We discarded particles with a displacement below a cut-offvalue,
which was carefully chosen for each data set and typically was
about 10 to 20% of the average displacement. This procedure
only takes into account the direct consequences of stuck particles
and significantly increases the reproducibility of the results. It is
more difficult to correct for the second effect. A smallnulllber of
obstacles effectively increases the surface fraction (J and thus will

slow down the dynamics. 39 This effect is isotropic and can hence
be distinguished from the effect of the anisotropie external
potential. By analysing data with different fractions of stuck
partieles, we found that this indirect effect of stuck partieles
acting as obstaeles is negligible for small proportions (less than
about 1%) and therefore was neglected in our sam pies.
Based on the trajectories of the partieles, different dynamical
properties have been computed. As the system is highly anisotropic, we studied what happens along (x direction) and across
(y direction) the fringes separately. All the following equations
are only written in y direction but can be adapted easily along the
x direction.
The mean square displacements across the fringes (in y direction) was calculated by averaging over all initial times to and
partieles i

distribution, q is determined . Then the partiele positIOns are
collapsed onto a single oscillation period, i.e. one fringe . The
distribution of partieles in the fringe follows a Boltzma nn
distribution (eqn (11)) and thus can be used to extract the
potential amplitude Vu experienced by the partieles (Fig. 2). The
potential amplitude Vo was determined in this way for all
conditions, i.e. different laser powers P L , wavevectors q a nd
partiele radii a (Fig. 3). The relatively small number of partieies
located in the field of view in our dilute suspensions results in
relatively large uncertainties in Vo.
The amplitude Vo is expected to depend linearlyon the laser
power P L . A linea r fit to the data with a given q and a indeed
results in good agreement (Fig. 3, solid lines). The dependence of
the potential V(y) on the wavevector q and pa rtiele size a is more
complex: 16,36,4 1
V(y) = gPLCI

(I)
where y,{t) is the position of partiele i at time t. Since the sampies
are highly dilute, (ßy'(t) )'uJ should be elose to the single-partiele
mean square displacement (ßy2(t)),u but with sigllificantly
improved statistics. Following standard procedure, we removed
the contribution to the mean square displacements of the centreof-mass motion, which might occur due to drift of the setup.
The probability distribution of partiele displacements across
the fringes, i.e. the self part of the van Hove function , P(ßy,t), is
calculated from the trajectories by:
P(ßy,t) = (o(ßy - [y;(to + t) - y;(to)])k; .

(2)

The non-Gaussian parameter CI)'(t) quantifies the deviation of
a single-partiele displacement from Gaussian behaviour. It
corresponds to the first non-Gaussian correction to th e
displacement of the partieles. 7 We follow the definition of: 24
(3)
where here the dimension d = land (ßy4(t) ) is defined analo gously to (ßy2(t) ) (eqn (I )) . This definition of CI!.(t) favours the
contributions of the more mobile partieles. Another definition 4l )
gives more weight to the slower partieles and thus the maximum
of Clit) is shifted to longer times . In our case, reliable data at
lon ge r times are difficult to obtain an d as such we prefer th e
above definition of Cly(t).

3.
3.1.

(I + 3 (qa)
COS(qy)) eqa
jl

2y2

CQs' ( O/2)/ R' .

(4)

where gis a set-up dependent parameter, CI = a'n~ (n O - I )/(nO+ 2)
is the polarisability of the partieles, n = nclns the ratio of the
refractive indices of colloid and solvent and jl th e first order
spherical Bessel function. The factor 3j,(qa)/(qa) originates from
the integration of the potential over the volume of the partiele,
which is not point-like. The term exp( - 2y2cOS' (O/2)/ R' ) describes
the Gaussian envelope and is controlled by the shape of the
beams, which have radius Rand cross at an angle 0 related to q
by q = (4TI/A)sin(O/2). The effect of this envelope in our field of
view is less than 20% and thus neglected , It is important to note
that although the amplitude of the potential feit by the partiele
depends strongly on the partiele radius a (explicitly and via CI, eqn
(4)), its shape is independent of a in the ca se of a sinusoidal
potential.
We determined the value of the set-up dependent parameter g
using one data set (q = 1.75 ~tm - I, a = 2.0 ~m) and then calculate
the amplitude Vo(Pd for the other sets (Fig. 3, dashed lines). The
agreement with the data supports the description of the external
periodic potential by eqn (4). This structural information was
then exploited for the investigation of the dynamics of partieles
in a sinusoidal potential under differe nt experimental conditions.

3.2.

Dynamics

The dynamics of colloidal partieles in a periodic potential V(y)
were experimentally investigated. The fact that the suspensions
are dilute enough that the pa rtieles do not interact enabled us to

Results and discussion
Structure

The crossed laser beams lead to an interference pattern in the
sampie (Fig. I , left) . This m odulated li g ht fi eld affects the positions of the particles, especially at large potential amplitudes, as
iIlustrated for a relatively concentrated sam pie in Fig. I (right).
The partieles stay preferentially in the bright parts of the fringes.
The distribution of partieles in th e li ght field was used to
determine the potential which the particles experience, in
particular its amplitude Vo and wavelength A or, equivalently, the
magnitude of the wavevector q = 2TI/}".16 The partiele positions
are projected onto the y direction and from afit to thi s

Fig. 1 Left: Details ofthe interference fringes. The stripes that can be seen
in the bright fringes are an interference pattern due to the camera , they do
notexist at the sampie plane. Right: Particles after a 30 min exposure to the
light field . The particle radius is a = 0.85 ,.1111 , the fringe spacing A= 3.6 ~Im ,
equivalent to a magnitude of the wavevector q = 1.75 ~lm ), a nd the la ser
power P L = 600 mW (corresponding to an amplitude of the potential
V" '" I klJ 7). The sca le bar corresponds to 5 ~lm.
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Fig.2 Potential V(y) experienced by the particles (Jeft axis) and average
number of particles per fringe N(y) experimentaHy observed (right axis)
versus the position y . The particle positions have been coHapsed onto the
single oscillalion periou represenleu in lhe fi gure. The laser power is
P L = 250 mW, the fringe wavevector q = 1.75 ~Lm 1 and the particle
radius CI = 2.0 ).Lm .
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have a clear preference for moving along the fringes rather than
across them. Movement ac ross the fringes is hindered by
potential barriers of height 2 Vo. In contrast, along the fring~s
one-dimensional diffusion is expected. Although the particles are
essentially confined to one-dimensional channels, which is predicted to reduce the mobility42 and to lead to single-file diffusion,'O.43 these effects are not observed due to the very low
concentrations of our sam pIes and the effective screening of
interactions.
3.2.2. Mean square displacements (A.x'(t) ) and (A.y'(t)). We
determined the mean square displacements along, (Ax ' (t) ), and
across, (Ay'(t)), the fringes varying different parameters, namely
particle radius a, wavevector q and laser power P L (Fig. 5). In the
absence of an external potential (P L = 0 mW), the particles
diffuse freely over the whole time range and the mean square
displacement increases linearly in a log-log plot. With an external
potential, the mean square displacement across the fringes is
modified. An inflection point or plateau appears at intermediate
times, before diffusive behaviour is again observed at long times .
Although this trend is found for all conditions, its strength
depends on the particle radius a, the wavevector q a nd the laser
power P L . The effect of the laser power P L increases strongly
with increasing particle radius a (Fig. 5B vs. D) and with
decreasing wavevector q (Fig. 5D vs. F). Both parameters enter
the term related to the non point-like character of the particles,
3jl(qa)/(qa), and the radius a in addition strongly affects the
polarisability (X ~ (r' (eqn (4)). Furthermore, the wavevector q
affects the length scale and together with the radius a, which
determines the diffusion constant, the time scale. That is, these
parameters affect the transition to the plateau and to the longtime diffusive behaviour. In contrast, the mean square
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Fig.3 Amplitude of the potential, Vo(PLl, as a function of laser power
P L for different wavevectors q and particle radii CI (as indicated). The fuH
lines are lin ca r fits 10 the individua l da ta sets and the dashed lines are
predictions based on eqn (4). The fuH symbols indicate conditions corresponding to data shown in Fig. 6.

study single particle dynamics. We compared this to theoretical
predictions, which consider a single Brownian particle with
diffusivity Do in a potential
V(y) = - Vocos(qy)

,..., 330~~!lillllllt:-'

E

::t
.......

(5)

and thus in the same potential as the experimental system (eqn
(4)) apart from the negligible effect of the Gaussian envelope,
a constant background and a minus sign (equivalent to a 7t shift
in the cosine function in order to get the minimum of V(y) at 0).
The details of the theoretical calculations are described in the
Appendix.
3.2.1. Trajectories. The trajectories of the particles in the
periodic potential are highly anisotropic (Fig. 4). The particles
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Fig. 4 Trajectories of particles with radius CI = 0.85 ~Lm in a periodic
potential recorded over a time period of30 min. The fringes run along the
x direction and have a wavelength ). = 3.8 ~Im (corresponding to
q
1.65 ~Lln - I) and an a mplitude Vo '" IknT(P L 600 mW).
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displacement along the fringes , ( t.x~(t) ) , is only slightly shifted by
the application of the potential (Fig. SA, C, E). This effect is
caused by the radiation pressure exerted by the light, which
increases with laser power. '4 The radiation pressure pushes the
partieles eloser to the coverslip and thus decreases their mobility
due to hydrodynamic effects. 35 This effect also inftuences th e
motion in y directioll and is reflected in th e sli ght laser power
dependence of (t. y 2(t) ) at short times (Fig. SB, D , F). Local
variations of radiation press ure can also lead to drifts which we
suspect to be responsible for the deviations obse rved for some

runs at large times t . The statistical noise also increases with time
t since, for a given measurement time, the number ofpairs ri(to + t)
and r,{to) decreases with increasing time t.
Let us first consider the effects of the radius a and wavevector q
on the time and length scales. The length scale of the experiment
is given by the wavelength A or, equivalently, the inverse wavevector q- I of the potential. For each experimental setting, the
magnitude ofthe wavevector q has been determined based on the
partiele distribution in the potential (Sec. 3.1) and can thus be
used to calculate a dimensionless length

y' = qy .

(6)
+ a=2.0J.lm

Accordingly, the time scale is set by the time it takes a particle
to diffuse a distance q- I, which is (q' Dot l , and thus

t' = q' Dot ,

o

a=O.85iJm

'"

q=1. 25 iJ m-

1

o

q=1.75 iJ m-

1

(7)

where the diffusion coefficient D o refers to short-time diffusion.

It is extracted from the diffusion a long the fringes (Fig. 5A, C, E)
and determined for each laser power P L to take into acco unt the
effect of radiation pressure mentioned above. For completeness,
we introduce the dimension less amp litude of the potential
•

Vo

Vo = kBT '

.

(8)

with kaT the thermal energy.
Using the dimensionless quantities, we consider the dimensionless mean square displacement (t-y"(t' )) = q' (t-y'(q' Dot) ) for
different particle radii a and wavevectors q, but similar amplitudes of the potential, v;, (using eqn (4) and Fig. 3). Fig. 6
displays results from particles with different radii a, but similar
potential amplitude v;, "" l and wavevector q "" 1.7 ~lm - I (two
upper data sets) a nd from different wavevectors q, but similar
potential amplitude v;, "" 4 a nd identical particle radius
a = 2.0 ~lm (two lower data sets, the experimental conditions of
both figures are indicated by the full symbols in Fig. 3). For both
parameters, the data collapse onto a single curve in this dimen sionless representation. The small differences at long times are
attributed to a slight mismatch in the potential ampli tude v;"
which is difficult to control precisely due to its stro ng dependence
on several experimental pa rameters, specifically the particle
radius a and wavevector q (Fig. 3) and to the accumulation of
small uncorrected local drifts. Nevertheless, the collapse of the
data supports our choice of dimensionless var iables. Further
support comes from theory, which predicts that the mean square
displacements sho uld collapse in this dimensionless plot and no
longer (explicitly) depend on particle radius a and wavevector q
(eqn (9)), Appendix 5.1).
The dimensionless mea n square displacement (t-y"(t')) still
depends on the ampli tude of the potential, v;, (Fig. 7) . At short
times (, (t-y " (t) ) follow the same dependence, as does (t-x"(t)),
across the whole time range. This indicates that the effect of
radiation pressure has been properly taken into account via the
radiation pressure-dependent diffusion coefficient D o. However,
at intermediate times, an inflection point 01' plateau deve lops,
wh ich becomes more pronounced and is positioned lower with
increasing amplitude v;,. All curves can be parameterised by the
amplitude v;" the only free parameter as indicated by the
dimensionless Smoluchowski equation (eqn (9)), and our experimental observation that the data collapse for different experimenta l cond itions, that is a a nd q, as long as the amplitudes v;',
are identical (Fig. 6).
Tn the experiment we average over all particles in the field of
view when determining the mean square di splacement,
(t-y"'( t' )k , (Sec. 3.2.2). Thus, to allow for a comparison, in the
theory, the mean square displacement was averaged over the
Boltzmann-distributed initial positions of the particles (Sec. 3.1,
eqn ( 11 )). We find good ag reement betwee n the theoretical
calculations and experimenta l results (F ig. 7B, C) . There is only

Fig. 6 Dimensionless mean square displacement across the fringes
(6.y·'(n ) = q'(6.y'(q' Dot) ) as a function of dimensionless time I' = q' Dol
for particles with different radii a = 0.85 iJm (0 ) and 2. 0 ~lm (+), but
similar potential amplitude Vo '" I k n T and wavevector q '" 1.75 ~lm - I
and particles with the same radius a = 2.0 ~lIn and similar potentia l
amplitude VII '" 4k n T, but different wavevectors q = 1.25 iJm - 1 (A) and
1.75 iJm- 1 (0). T hese experimental conditions are indicated by the fuH
symbols in Fig. 3.

a small discrepancy for v;, = 2.8 at long times where the theoretica l predictions rather follow the data obtained for v;, = 2.5,
which we attribute to the difficu lty in detennining the amp litude
of the potential v;', in very dilute sampies (Sec. 3.1) .
The theoretical prediction for the large ba rrier (2 v;, » 1) a nd
long-time diffusion constant (eqn (19)) agrees very weil with the
long-time behaviour of the experimental data at intermediate
potential depths (Fig. 7C, dashed Iines) . Furthermore, for very
large amplitudes of the potential, v;'., the particles hardly cross
the potential barrier with height 2 and a plateau develops in
the mean sq uare displacement. Theory predicts that the height of
this plateau is inversely proportional to the amplitude and takes
the value 2/v;'. (eqn (16)). The asymptotic behaviour is almost
reached for the strongest potential we applied (Vo = 6.6) and
close to the theoretical predictions for v;', = 8.0 (Fig. 7C, horizonta llines on the right axis). At an amplitude v;', = 8.0 no longtime diffusion is observed and the system thu s appears
dynamically arrested along the y-direction in our time window.

v..

3.2.3. Distribution of displacements P(t-y,t). The distribution
of dimensionless displacements of particles across the frin ges,
p(t-y',n, at short dimensionless time t' = 1, where the plateaux
in the mean square displacements begin, as weil as long time
t' = 10, where the plateaux are well-developed, are shown in
Fig. 8 in both linear and logarithmic representations. The
distributio n is Gaussian for no external potential. With
increasing amplitude of the potential, v;" the distribution
progressively deviates from a Ga ussian shape. At early times
these deviations al'e small (Fig. 8A, B), but at later times the
distribution develops additional lateral peaks which become
more pronounced with increasing amplitude (Fig. 8C, D). The
lateral peaks are centred at multiples ofthe fringe spacin g and are
related to pa rticles that have crossed one or more potential
barriers.
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Dimensionless mean sq uare displacement (A) along the frin ges
= q2( ~X2(q2 Dot) ) and (8) across the fringe s ( ~y " (n ) =
q'( ~y2(q2Dut) ) as a fun cti on of dimensionless time I' = q' Dol for particles
with radius a = 2.0 J.lm in a periodic potential with wavevector
q = 1.75 J.lm 'and amplitude V;; = VoikuTas indicated . Symbols represent experimental data , lines theoretical predictions for v" = 0.0, 1.1, 1.8,
2.8, 3.8 (sa me colour as corresponding ex perimental data) and 8.0
(orange solid lin e). ho rizontallin es on the ri ght side o f the fi gure indi ca te
the predicted asymptotic platea u values (eqn (16» , while dashed lines
( ~x"«() )

We calculated the displacements of partieIes, P(I:1y' ,(' ), by
solving the Smoluchowski equation (Appendix 5.4). Fig. 9
i1lustrates this distribution for partieIes which are initially all at
the origin. However, for a comparison with our experimental
results, the distributions were again averaged over the initial
partieIe positions (eqn (11)). Theory and experiment show the
same trends (Fig. 8). As for the mean square displacement,
the quantitative agreement is better at shorter times, where the
distributions are almost G a ussian. The lateral peaks, which
appear at intermediate times, are less separated from the central
peak and less symmetrical in the experimental data compared to
the theoretical predictions (Fig. 8D). We attribute this to small
drifts in the sampie and possibly to (small-scale) imperfections of
the light fields, wh ich mi ght lead to a broader distribution of
displacements.
3,2,4, Non-Gaussian parameter IX)'(t), Fig. 10 shows the nonGaussian parameter IXy «(') as a function of dimensionless time ('
for the data sets, i.e. potential depths v", with sufficiently good
statistics. Very good statistics up to long times are required,
because the contribution of statistical noise is enhanced in this
parameter. This is due to the fact that lXiI') characterises the
deviation from diffusive behaviour by quantifying the difference
between the distribution of displacements P(l:1y',t') and
a Gaussian distribution . With no potential (or along the fringes
for a ll potential amplitudes and times, da ta not shown) the
partieIes diffuse and the non-G a ussian parameter is elose to zero
for all times. Upon increasing the amplitude of the potential, v",
maxima in a y(t") appear and become more pronounced. The nonGaussian parameters a..,(t') are e10se to zero at ( "" land then
start to increase to reach their maximum around ( "" 8 to 80 with
the maximum moving to longer times for increasing amplitude
v". This is consistent with the increasing devia tions from
a Gaussian shape upon increasing the amplitude Vu and time t',
which was observed in the distribution of displacements P(I:1y' ,(')
(Fig. 8), and with the transition from the plateau to long-time
diffusion at ( "" 8 to 80 in the mean square displacement
(l:1y" «(' )) with the transition also moving to longer times for
larger amplitudes (Fig. 7) . The maximum thus indicates the
transition from a plateau in (1:1y" «(' )) to a diffusive regime.
Further support comes from our theoretical calculations which
show the same trends; an increasing peak which shifts to slightly
longer times as the a mplitude Vo is increased (Fig. 10, solid Iines).
This is also consistent with previous calculations of the nonGaussian parameter ay(t') .24

3.3.

Comparison to supercooled colloida) Iiquids

As described above, the dynamics of dilute colloidal suspensions
in a sinusoidal potential are characterised by a mean square
displacement that corresponds to free diffusion at short times, an
inflection point 01' plateau at intermedia te limes and diffusive
behaviour again at long times (Fig. 7B). This resembles the

indicate the predicted long time (I' -+ 00) and large barrier (2 V;; » I)
diffusion behaviour. In (C) ex perimental data sets without corresponding
theoretical predictions have been rem oved for clarity. The dashed dotted
line in A is a line of slope I.
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characteristic behaviour of supercooled liquids in different
systems in the absence of an external potential.
We directly compare the dimensionless mean square
dis placement of dilute colloids in a sinusoidal potential as
determined above to that of concentrated hard-sphere colloids
without any external potential in different situations. The first
comparison is to quasi two-dimensional systems, namely experiments performed on concentrated quasi hard-sphere suspensions
in a very thin sample lO and simulations on a single layer of nearly
hard-spheres" (Fig. IIA) . The second is to a three-dimensional
hard-sphere system investigated by light scattering 7 (Fig. ll B).
The elose similarity of the dimensionless mean square displacements of dilute colloids in a sinusoidal potential and of

two-dimensional concentrated hard-sphere suspensions is
slri king. The in flect ion point 01' plateau beco mes mo re
pronounced if in o ur system the amplitude of the potential, Va, is
increased, while the same is ach ieved in collo ida l hard-sphere
suspensions by increasing the surface fraction 0'. In contrast,
significant differences can be seen in the case of the threedimensional system, which is known to behave differently from
the two-dimensional system. 11 This illustrates the sensitivity of
this comparison. We will return to the three-dimensiona l case
later.
The mean sq uare displacement of the dilute colloids in
a sinusoidal potential is now quantitatively compared to the one
of the co nce ntrated two-dimensional coll oids. While in th e first
ca se the control parameter is the potential amplitude Va or,
equivalently, the barrier height 211;'" in the latter case it is the
surface fraction 0'. We ca n thus determine barrier heights 2 Va
and surface fractions 0' which result in visually similar mean
sq uare displacements (Fig. llA, inset) . As expected, with
increasing surface fraction 0' the eq uivalent barrier height 2 Va
increases, in particular toward large 0'. To o ur knowledge there is
no theoretical prediction for this relation in two-dimensional
systems. There is, however, one for the three-dimensional
system ." Despite the different shapes of the mean square
displacements of the d ilute colloids in a sinusoidal potential and
the concentrated three-dimensional hard-sphere colloids
(Fig. 11 B), we determine barrier heights 2 Va a nd volume fractions <1> which result in eq uiva lent mean square displacements
(Fig. 11 B, inset) . Again, the barr ier heigh t 2 Va increases with
vo lume fraction <1> . We compare this dependence with theoretical
predictions for the <1>-dependence of the barrier height in the
effective free energy for concentrated hard-s phere colloidal
suspensions· 5 (Fig. 11 B, inset, squa res). This reveals a very
similar trend in the <1>-dependence of the barrier from our
comparison and the theoretical predictions.
T hese observations suggest that the dynamics of an individual
colloida l particle in a sin usoidal potential closely resemble the
dynamics observed in different kinds of supercooled liquids. A
similar idea was recently brought forward. 2• We find that in the
ca se of the individua l colloidal particle in a sinusoidal potential,
the transition from the plateau to the long-time diffusion
depends on the amplitude of the potential and is re lated to the
typical time required by a single particle to cross the baiTier. For
concentrated sampies, this transition depends on volume fraction, i.e. crowding, a nd is controlled by the characteristic time for
collective cage rearrangements. The ampl itude of the pote ntial
appears to play the role of the vo lume fraction in hard-sphere .
suspensions or, more generally, to mimic the effect of crowding
and th us the caging by the neighbours. The simple ' toy model' of
an individual particle in an external potential thus seems to
reprod uce some characteristic fea tures of the dynamics of a much
more complex system wh ich is governed by collective, multiparticle effects.

4.

Conclusions

We have experimentally and theoretically investigated the
dynam ics of dilute colloida l suspensions in an external sinusoidal
potential, whi ch was created using a light fi eld. The effect of the
amplitude and wavelength of the pote nti a l as weil as the particle
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Fig. 11 Dimensionless mean square displacement (tJ.u+' (r' )) = L - ' (tJ.y'(1 +))
as a function of dimensionless time 1+ = L ' DI, where L is a typica l length
scale and D the short-time diffusion constant. Our theoretica l ca\culations for
dilute colloida l particles in a sinusoidal potential with dimensionless amplitude v;, = 0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 6.0 and 8.0 (solid lines, top to bottom) are
shown, equivalent to the calculations shown in Fig. 7B as solid lines. They are
compa red to other systems without an extern al potential: (A) Q uasi twodimensional concentrated hard-spheres, where the dashed lines represent
simulations at surface fractions (J = 0.680, 0.690, 0.700, 0.707,0.7 15 and 0.723
(top to bottom)44 and the triangles represents experimental data at surface
fractions (J = 0.25 , 0.54, 0.61 , 0.64 and 0.70 (top to bottom)'O (B) Threedimensional concentrated hard-sphere system, where the stars represent
experimenta l data at vollllne fract ions <I> = 0.466, 0.519, 0.558, 0.583 (top to
bottom).' Insets: Potential ba iTier 2 v;, required to obtain a similar mean
square displacement (tJ.U+' (I+)) to those for the two-dimensional systems
(cireles: simulations, triangles: experiments) and three-dimensional systems
(stars: experiment) with surface fraction (J and volume fraction <1>, respectively. For the three-dimensional system the theoretica l prediction 45 is also
shown (inset to B, sq uares).

size was studied quantitatively. T he wavelength of the potential
and the particle size, wh ich dete rmin es the d iffusion coeffic ient of
the particles, set the characteristic length and time scales. Using
dimensionless parameters, the amp li tude of the potential remains
as the only free quantity, which can be used to parameterise the
different dependencies. The ampli tude has, as expected, a strong
effect on the structura l and dynamic parameters. Upon

increasing the amplitude, the mean square displacement develops
an inflection point and then a plateau, lateral peaks appea l' in the
probability distribution of partiele displacements, i.e. the self
part of the van Hove function, and the non-Ga ussian parameter
shows a growing maximum.
The dynamics of a partiele in the modulated potential
resemble those of supercooled liquids of different kinds in the
vicinity of their glass transition. We observed that an increase
of the volume fraction in concentrated or supercooled colloidal
hard-sphere suspensions can be mimicked by an increase of the
potential amplitude and thus the energy barrier. A better
understanding of this simple model, which only involves an
individual partiele, might thus shed more light on the origin of
dynamical features observed in supercooled liquids elose to
their glass transition .

5,

Appendix -

theoretical analysis

In this append ix we present the theoretical analysis of an
individual Brown ian partiele with diffus ion coefficient D o in
a sinusoidal potential V(y) = - Vucos(qy) with amplitude Vu
and wavevector q (eqn (5», which reproduces our experimental
si tuation (eqn (4» . For general periodic potentials, the longtim e diffu sion coefficient has been derived previously,23 bu t the
Smoluchowski equation has, to our knowledge, not been solved
to yield the complete time-dependence of the mean sq uare
displacement. The mean sq uare displacement and nonGaussian parameter has been obtained by simulations for the
Langevin equation of this system. 24 The Langevin equation is
co nsidered to yield the same results as a Fokker-Planck or
Smoluchowski eq uation"" which we use in our ana lysis.
However, in contrast to the previous study,24 we (numerically)
so lve the Smoluchowski equation to get the mean square
displacement and non-Gaussian parameter as weil as the
distribution of displacements, which all can directly be
compared to our experiments.
5.1.

Distribution of displacements P(Ay,t)

We start with the distribution P(y,I;yo), describing the pro bability of finding the partiele at time 1 in the interval [y,y + dy)
given it was at Yo at 1 = O. It obeys the Smoluchowski eq uation 47
a
a [av(y)/ay
aiP(y , I;Yo) = D oay
kaT

a (y' , I "
) = ay'
a [ Vosm
,. (')
al'P
;Yo
y

a]
+ ay
P(y , l ;yo)

a] P (y ' , I , ;Yo') ,
+ ay'

(9a)

(9b)

where kaT is the thermal energy. The second equation uses
dimensionless variables (eqn (6), (7), (8» and shows that all
solutions of the Smoluchowski eq uation can be parameterised by
/17,. For I' -> 0, the partiele must be found at its initial position
and P(y,I;yo) must be a o-peak,
P(y',I' = O ;y~) = ö(y' - y~) .

( 10)

After specify ing Yo, we can solve eqn (9b) for P(y' , I ' ;y~).
(Numerical detai ls a re described in section 5.4.) Fig. 9 shows

P(y',t';O) for v:, = 2 at different times t'. P(y',t',O) decays much
slower compared to the case of a free partiele (thin dotted line),
since the particle is trapped in the potential minimum wh ich
it can only leave by crossing the potential barrier. It indeed
crosses the barrier and occupies neighbouri ng minima at later
times.
In the experiments, P(y',t';y~) is averaged over alJ particles and
thus over all initia l partiele positions. (To improve statistics, it is
a lso averaged over all initial times I~ which, however, does not
complicate the ana lysis since our sampies are ergodic.) The initial
positions are Boltzmann-distributed (Sec. 3. 1),

(11)

whe re an average over one period of the potential is sufficient due
to the translational invariance of the potential. Taking the
average over the initial partiele positions thus yields the distribution of displacements P(ß.y',I'):
11'

'('Yo + ß.y"')
( ") =.f dyoP
, 1 ;Yo Po (')
Yo .

P ß.y , 1

(12)

We introd uced the displacement, ß.y' = y ' - Y~, which the
partiele covers in time t'. This quantity can now directly be
compared with the experimental resu lts (Fig. 8) .

5.2.

Mean square displacement (A y 2(t» )

Based on the probability distributions P(y',t';y~) and Po(y~)
(eqn (11» we calculate the mean sq uare displacement averaged
over the initial positions
~

2
( ß./ (I') ) =

11'

Jdß.y' Jdy~P(y~ + ß.y',t' ; y~) Po(y~)ß./2 , (13)

which represents
(Fig. 7B, C).

the experimentally determined

quantity

5.2.1. Plateau height. In our system, a characteristic feature
of the mean square displacement is the appearance of a plateau
for very large amplitudes of the potential, /17,» I (Fig. 7B). The
increasingly more developed plateau is due to a decreasing rate of
baiTier crossing, which becomes more difficult for larger baiTiers
2/17,. For 2v:, » I, the partiele o nly explores the approximately
quadratic, harmonic part of the potential minimum. T he
potential V(y' ) (eqn (5» can thus be approximated by

V'(Y ') -- ~v:'
2 oY '2 + o(Y '4)

.

(14)

For intermediate times, I « I ' « IID ~ (where D;_is the ditnensionless long-time diffu sion coefficient) , the partiele wi ll a lmost
behave as if the pote nti a l was infini te ly deep a nd the distribution
of partiele positions inside its initia l weil is a lmost a Boltzmanndistribution. During that time period P(y',t';y;') does hence
hardly depend on the initial position and can be approximated
by:

P(y' , I « t' « I / D~ j Y~)
00

.

-~v'y"
e - 0

-,

-~v ' _.,

dye -

f

5.4.

/fJ;

= . -Vo e -~v'"
- oy = Po (Y') .

oy

27r

(15)

_ 00

The last equality holds because the distribution of initial values
(eqn (11» can also be approximated by a Gaussian as
initial values outside the quadratic part of the potential minimum
are negligible. Inserting both P(y' ,t';y;,) and Po(y' ) from eqn (15)
into eqn (13) yields a n analytical value for the plateau height (the
integration limits for dy:' can be set to ± 00 )
p()(y~)

( ßy'2(t'))

=..;o
V

with I « t' «

I /D~ and v; »

(16)

v.,

5.2.2. Long-time diffusion coefficient. The mean square
displacement shows a transition from the plateau to diffusive
behaviour at long times. For large barriers 2 Vo » I, the longtime diffusion coefficient is controlled by barrier crossing and
related to Kramers' escape rate46 which reads in our dimensionless units:

( 17)

We introduced a factor of 2 since the particle can escape in two
directions. The particle hence performs a random walk with
dimensionless step-Iength 2TI and number of steps /I"" The mean
squa re displacement is then given by
(18)
A comparison with (ßy" (,' ») =
diffusion coeffi cient

2D~t'

yields for the long-time

(19)
We notice that performing the averages in Eq . (54) of ref. 23 and
letting Vo -> 00 leads to the same result, eqn (19) . The mean
square displacement based on this long-time diffusion coefficient
D;. is indica ted in Fig. 7C (dashed lines).

5.3.

Eqn (9b) is solved numerically using Mathema tica after the
starting condition for t' -> 0 has been specified. Since the <>-peak
describing the initial position (eqn (10» cannot be treated
numerically, we use the analytical short time solution of eqn (9b)
and (10)46

"
P (y,t

I
[
-> Oj Yo') = 2Nexp

, a '('
[Y, - Yo, + :;1fY~V
Yo l] 2] .
(20)

I.

This plateau value is indicated in Fig. 7C (horizontal lines on
the right axis) for the largest amplitudes.
For potentials other than sinusoidal, that is, with a general
expansion V(y' ) = Y:z V "(0)y' 2+ (!)(y"') near the (deep) minimum,
the plateau value equals 2/ V "(O) . Furthermore, if all the particles
are initially at the minimum, y,~ = 0 (i. e. following eqn (10) rather
than eqn ( li» , the plateau value is halved . For our sinusoidal
potential this implies (ßy'V ,y~ = 0») = 11 Vo with I « t' « l/D ~
and
» I.

", =;:I v.'oe - 2V'o.

Numerical details

Non-Gaussian parameter ay(t)

The mean fourth moment of the displacement (ßy'4«(' ») is
calculated analogous to the mean square displacement (ßy '2(t') )
(eqn (13» a nd used for the calculation of the non -Gaussia n
parameter ait) (eqn (3» , which has also been compared to the
experimental results (Fig. 10).

For the numerical evaluation, we set t; = 111000 as starting
time with P(y',t:;y;,) given by eqn (20). We restrict the numerical
interval to y' E [- 20,20] which implies forcing P(20,t';y:') =
P( - 20,t";y~) = 0 for all times.
The averaging over the initial conditions was performed by
converting the integrals over dy:' (eqn (11), (12), (13» into sums.
The range - TI S y~ S TI has been reduced to 0 S Y:' S TI
exploiting the symmetry in the initial positions (y~ -> -y~). The
sum runs over 21 values, namely Y:' = 0,TI/20, .. . TI, where the
terms with Y:' = 0 and Y:' = TI are divided by 2. We cannot observe
any effect when changing the step-width in the surn over initial
positions or changing the ' size' of our system from [-20,20] to
larger or smaller va lues, as long as (ßy'2(t') ) is small enough .
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